
emsCharts Mobile v3.1.20 Signature and 
Upload Debugging Patch 

Background 
Additional Debugging 

The update will provide additional debugging information when uploading notepad images, exam & 

burn images, attachments, and signatures. Some users experience an interruption of internet 

connectivity when uploading some of the larger items such as those listed above.  These uploads occur 

after the basic chart information has been uploaded.  

This new emsChartsComm.dll file will upload descriptive information about those items with the chart 

information before it attempts to upload. That way everyone should know what information was saved 

on the device prior to uploading. 

Improved Failed Upload Handling 

Additionally, when a failed upload occurred the user received a message that the images/signatures did 

not upload and to delete the failed chart online.  This was particularly important when a service had 

“Force Unique Dispatch ID” enabled. If enabled, this would prevent the new chart from uploading until 

the failed chart was deleted online or the dispatch ID was changed (the user could temporarily upload 

the chart with a new dispatch ID and fix everything later). Now, failed uploads will be flagged differently 

and excluded from the dispatch ID check thereby allowing users to delete the failed uploads later. 

Future Developments 

A future addition will be to flag everything as a “partial chart” until all sections have been fully uploaded 

and then clearing the partial upload flag. That way any failed upload would mimic the existing “Partial 

Upload” feature.  

How to Install the Patch 
 

The patch first involves the downloading of the emsChartsComm-Patch1213.zip file from 

http://www.getmobile3.com . Next, please make sure emsCharts Mobile v3 is not running on the 

computer you will copy the patch to. Then, unzip the file and manually copy the emsChartsComm.DLL 

file from the extract folder into the C:\Program Files\emsCharts Mobile v3\ folder (or other location if 

you have it installed elsewhere)   If agencies have difficulty manually copying the file, we can write a 

utility to automatically copy the patch. However, since this is an unusual/unplanned practice, there is no 

current tool available. 

http://www.getmobile3.com/


Visual Changes 
On the Mobile Device 

There is little visual change on the mobile device other than a clarification of the upload error. The new 
upload error until the above “Future Development” is complete will be:  Your chart was uploaded but 
the images/attachments could not complete. Please delete the chart online and try again. 

 

Incomplete Charts 

On the Patient Records listing online users will see any failed uploads (indicated in red text) and any 

normal partial uploads (indicated in italics) as noted below: 

 

Figure 1 – Patient Record  Incomplete Charts 
 

Search Results 

The Patient Records  Search Results page will now list the “Partial Chart” status automatically if there 

were any FAILURES in your search results. The last column will show “Error” for those which failed 

initially.  Please note it may appear that there are 2 of the same charts that appear, but these are not 

duplicates – one is a failure and should be deleted. Please see next section for more detail.  

 

Figure 2 - Search Results Failed Uploads 

 

Patient Record 

The patient record, if viewed, will have a new warning at the top and prevent the user from 

editing/advancing the chart to avoid duplication. See the screenshot below for the error message. 

 

Figure 3 - Patient Record Failed Upload 

 



Chart Toolbox 

For those with the ability to view the mobile upload, the table “meta” data will be available when 

clicking “Original Mobile” (what was on the mobile device at the start of the upload process) and “PCR 

Data” (after the ID/value exchange occurs on the server).  The image/signature/attachment data has 

been removed, but the file size of the data captured is made available and combined with the other 

saved data should provide a picture if the data uploaded was “complete” or wasn’t saved.  


